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After falling head over heels in love with Reagan Elliot, the perfect woman for him, Sinners'
rhythm guitarist, Trey Mills, vows to give up his bisexual ways forever.When an obsessed fan
threatens Reagan, she hires her friend, Ethan, to protect her while on tour. Falling for his
girlfriend's bodyguard, a guy, was never on Trey's agenda. Will he have to choose between them,
or can he have the best of both worlds?

From the AuthorBy now, most people interested in Lean manufacturing understand the
fundamentals of Lean. The reason people can relate to the tenets of Lean is because they just
make so much sense! In fact, contrary to what some consultants will tell you, there are really no
secrets to Lean. In one way or another, most of the techniques of Lean have been well known to
manufacturers for years while using another name. However, a complete Lean transformation
relies on all of these techniques working concurrently with one another to realize the full benefit
of a Lean operating system. What has been missing is a consistent implementation
methodology for making the conversion to a Lean operating system. I wrote this book to help
companies implement a Lean manufacturing system in their company without the aid of a
consultant. Now, this business model may seem like death for a Lean consultant's business.
Instead, I believe the value added proposition of a consultant is not in the reading of the
Japanese glossary or the extolling the benefits of Lean to you, but leveraging my experience and
project management skills with Lean transformations to make your company's transformation
project as efficient as possible with as little time wasted through trial and error or going down
blind alleys. An experienced Lean consultant can help your company begin to enjoy the benefits
of Lean months faster than your internal staff who usually have to baby step their way to
implementation.About the AuthorDennis Hobbs, CPIM, is a Principal Member of Mfg Matters,
LLC, a boutique consulting firm that specializes in the training of Lean methods and performing
Lean manufacturing implementations. He has over 30 years of combined line and staff
experience in manufacturing, primarily in the field of production planning, inventory control, and
materials management. Dennis has successfully implemented the installation of Lean
manufacturing systems for numerous manufacturers around the world. Lean Manufacturing
Implementation is Dennis' first book and was written to teach manufacturers how to implement
the techniques of Lean manufacturing using their own internal staff. As a professional instructor,
he has trained over 2500 manufacturing professionals in Lean manufacturing techniques
throughout the world, has published numerous articles, and is a sought-after speaker.
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Malinda, “Very good addition to the series :D. 4 starsThis was a very good story. I liked Trey and
Reagan very much. Ethan worked for the story but his actions had me not liking him as well as
the other 2. The story itself was a very good one.Reagan is a guitarist. She learned to play guitar
only 3 years before but is already a great player. She was raised by her father, who's into music
and had her involved with music from a young age but she played the Cello and always played
classical music. He father doesn't approve of her interest in rock music. An Ex band member
convinced her to enter a contest to become the rhythm guitar player for the famous rock band,
Exodus End, but she never thought she had a chance. She's really surprised that she gets in to
audition in the finals for the contest.Trey is the rhythm guitarist for the rock band, Sinners. He's
been in love with his BFF, the other guitarist in the band, Brian (the hero from book #1,
Backstage Pass) for almost 20 years. Brian didn't return his feelings and Trey has submerged
himself in easy sex (with members of both sexes) and has never been interested in a
relationship with anyone else. Since Brian got married, Trey knows he has no chance and is
trying to get over his feelings for Brian.Ethan is an ex cop who is now a bodyguard. He loved
being a cop but was let go due to his tendency to get overly physical with the bad
guys...especially ones that victimize defenseless people. Ethan is bisexual and used to date
Reagan. Unfortunately, He couldn't control his impulses and ended up bringing another guy
back to their apartment where Reagan caught him cheating on her and broke up with him.
They're still roommates and BFFs though and Ethan uses that position to chase off other men
because he still wants Reagan (and he's a selfish jerk).Trey is the younger brother of the lead
guitarist, Dare, of the band, Exodus End. Trey and Brian are back in LA (from their tour) for just a
day due to Brian and Mira's baby being born. After the delivery, Trey goes over to Dare's house
because Exodus End is listening to the possibilities for the rythym guitar spot. They're doing this
blind, not having seen the guitarists that were auditioning and just going off their music. Once
the in-person auditions start (which are still being done blind with the person auditioning in
different room from the band), Trey is surprised to hear a guitarist that sounds just like Brian. He
thinks that Dare is messing with him and goes into the audition room expecting to see Brian and
instead finds himself confronted with a beautiful woman, Reagan. Since Brian is considered one
of the best guitarists out there and Reagan sounds enough like him for Trey to mistake her
playing for Brian's, obviously Exodus End decides that Reagan is the best option for their open
spot. Reagan is thrilled and tries not to be all fangirl about her big chance (and her new band).
Trey is very attracted to Reagan and feels an instant connection with her that he hasn't felt since
he met Brian almost 20 years before. Trey decides to pursue Reagan and when she doesn't
instantly fall into bed with him he's alright with that. A joke about them being boyfriend and
girlfriend turns more serious and after they spend the day together they decide there's
something between them and decide to give a relationship between them a chance.Because of
her being a woman on the tour, the band wants Reagan to have her own body guard. She offers



Ethan the job and he accepts but isn't too thrilled when Reagan brings Trey home with her. One
reason is because he still wants Reagan for himself and secondly because as soon as he meets
Trey, Ethan wants him and is sure that Trey must be bi as well. Reagan tells Trey about what split
up her and Ethan so it makes him nervous about telling her that he's bi (even though he's sworn
off men) so he holds off on that. Reagan ends up going on tour with Sinners while Exodus End is
on break in order to get used to the touring lifestyle. Things go pretty well between Reagan and
Trey but he does have some difficulty in denying his other sexual needs, especially when Ethan
decides he's going to push things. This part made me so proud of Trey that I could have kissed
him!!! Ethan proved his selfishness and inability to think of others while Trey showed that he has
honor and obviously cares very much for Reagan. Obviously, Trey's preferences come out and
Reagan is open to what Trey needs which eventually brings things to the point where Ethan is
included, becoming a threesome. Things aren't completely smooth between the trio but once
they agree to come together they do pretty well at working things out. There are some other
issues that have to be dealt with in the story, a stalker making threats against Reagan and her
dealing with the new job and the pressures having to do with that. Things work out though and
Trey, Reagan and Ethan end the story starting their HEA as a threesome.This was a very
enjoyable story. I really liked the relationship between Reagan and Trey, they worked well
together. Ethan worked as part of the threesome but because of his selfish actions I had a hard
time liking him on his own. Overall, it was a very good story and I was happy to see the last of the
Sinners band members get his happy ending. I'd recommend this story. :)* note - I listened to the
audio version of this book and the narrator did a pretty good job.”

Andrea T, “An Inferno!!. Holy Flaming Panties!! I totally expected Double Time to be hot hot hot,
but I was not prepared for a panty-melting inferno.So...Trey Mills. We all love him, yes? How can
you not? Trey is sweet, naughty, sexy, persuasive. He's Mr. Cuddles. Trey has been in love with
his best friend Brian for years. With the exception of two times in high school, Brian has never
returned his love. Sure, they are as close as two friends can be, more like brothers, but Brian has
Myrna now. And it's time for Trey to move on. But his heart has been pummeled, and Trey has
decided that he's swearing off men. He's shutting that part of his sexual identity down. It doesn't
take Trey long to find the right woman to make a go of it with, but will a woman be enough for
Trey?Guitarist Reagan is instantly taken with Trey, but she's no man's pushover or easy
conquest. Reagan demands Trey's respect and faithfulness. Reagan is a tomboy, funny, badass.
She is confident but accessible. She's the kind of woman men love to hang out with, and get it
on with because she is sexy as hell. She is fearless with her guitar and even more fearless when
it comes to taking a chance on Trey.Reagan had her heart broken by Ethan, when she found him
with another man. But Ethan is also into women, and he still loves Reagan. He's always there to
keep other guys away, but when she brings Trey home, Ethan is tempted. He can see that Trey is
into him, despite the fact that he's with Reagan. When the need becomes too much, Trey,
Reagan and Ethan embark on an emotional and sexual journey and set their own rules for love



and commitment.Okay, kids. You know what time it is. Time for the steam. But before I get us all
hot and bothered, let me tell you a few things:*If you do not like to read about threesomes, this
book is probably not for you.*If you do not like to read m/m or m/m/f love scenes, this book in
definitely not for you.I'm not trying to discourage anyone from reading Double Time, this is a
favorite series, but I get tired of people choosing an erotica book to read, then saying "There was
too much sex in that book." Or "I hate reading about threesomes and gay sex." Just save
yourself the time and the aneurysm that this will cause because this book HAS THREESOMES
AND M/M/F SEX! Besides, the blurb is pretty specific on what's going to happen in Double Time.
Got it? Good.Now, let me tell you who should read this book:*You do like to read about these
sexual situations or they simply don't bother you.*You loved the first two books in the
series.*YOU LOVE TREY. *You just so happen to love a very good story.If you fit any of the
criteria a listed above, then awesome. Climb aboard the Sinners Train because Double Time is
undoubtedly a book you will love.But I will give you a warning, should you decide to read Double
Time. I've included a checklist of items you need before embarking:*A snack and drinks. You will
need to stay nourished and fully hydrated.*An ice bath to jump into when your undies burst out in
flames.*A willing body to help you out if your situation gets out of control.*Batteries, if said willing
body is unable to lend a hand.You may be laughing, but I am Dead. Serious. If and only if you
have the items listed above, then you may proceed.I know I kind of went off the rails with my
lists, but in all honesty, Double Time is an intense, beautiful book. Sure, it's totally risque, but the
story itself packs a heavy emotional punch. There's a lot to deal with. Trey's feeling for Brian,
Trey's feelings for Reagan, him finding a way to be in a committed relationship and be true to
himself. It was an eye-opening story, and poses a lot of questions to the issue of love, sexuality
and commitment.Double Time was also a nice warm-up for the upcoming Exodus End series.
Exodus End is the band that has been in the other Sinners' books, with it's lead singer being
Trey's brother Dare. I'm already in love with Dare, and the other band members seem great. And
naturally you have the other member of Sinners: Jace, Sed, Brian and Eric. They're as awesome
as usual and I can't wait to read Eric's and Jace's stories.Olivia Cunning never disappoints me.
Her books get me steamed up, and touch my heart. Her guys are wicked, sexy, and fun. Her girls
are always strong and loving. Double Time is no exception. It's a story I will turn to again and
again. (Because you can never have too much Trey.)** Trey is a popular character in the series.
For reasons that I do understand, the publisher decided to publish the series out of sequence.
The fact that this book was intended to be the last in the Sinners on Tour series means that there
are things/events mentioned in this book that are a spoilers for the last two books. The spoilers
didn't change my feelings for Double Time, but it does cause a bit of confusion.**”

Driftwood, “Hot, fun and easy read. I’m a huge fan of mmf romances and the author did a good
job building tension between the characters that made for hot, steamy scenes. I was less of a fan
of the angst and the somewhat shallow character development. But, more than anything, I found
the idea of a bi person NEEDING sex with both genders a problematic and offensive stereotype.



There are so many ways around this: make it an individual thing instead of a generalization.
Have the characters discuss it on a personal level. So many ways to allow this fantasy to unfold
that would be more respectful to the bi community. That being said, it’s erotic fantasy and it was,
overall, an enjoyable read in that vein. But Olivia, if you write a story like this again (and I hope
you do), I challenge you to do better.”

Autumn hambas, “How can you top This series!!. Book 5 Holy smokes!! I was on the edge of my
seat begging to be Reagan. The way the book captured you into it. You were drawn to feeling
like you were A spectator who had a front row seat. Olivia Cunning Books I'm going to have to
Keep an eye out for She has an amazing talent.”

Perusing Princesses Blog, “Double Time = Double the Love = Double the Sex = YOU HAVE
BEEN WARNED!. BOOK REVIEW: Double Time (Sinner on Tour #5) - Olivia CunningNo need
for a cold shower, it just won't cut it anymore. Just throw me off the bloody pier and plunge me
within the depths of the tremulous cold waves of the Atlantic sea, because Olivia has pushed
herself into new unchartered territory and its thrown me, captivated me, and catapulted me into
carnal depths I never even knew existed.Well...okay, scrap that. I do know they exist but I have
well and truly had my eyes opened to the true meaning of a threesome 'Love' Triangle. Having
read many books, this is the first I have encountered where the 2 male counterparts love each
other, as well as the woman who has captured both hearts and permanently planted herself in
the middle. Yes... this isn't a love triangle in the normal sense of the word, it's a Hot, Steamy Love
Sandwich and I feel privileged to have taken a huge bite.This book will push that comfort zone,
and I appreciate that it might not be for everybody, but Trey has and will remain my favourite
Sinner of all time. What I love about him most is his unwavering honesty. He never apologises for
it because he doesn't have to. You know where you stand with him. Having had many male and
female sexual partners, he is well aware of his reputation and never once felt the need to hide
who he is. But he IS hiding something, and only one person truly knows what it is. Dare, Trey's
older Brother knows the flame still burns bright for his fellow Guitarist, Brian. But with Brian now
married and settled down, he knows that Trey will forever be cursed, until the day he learns to let
go.Exodus End; Dare's band have had to deal with Max suffering with Carpal Tunnel Syndrome,
and his love of rhythm guitar is on the brink as he makes the difficult decision to become a full
time singer and hang up the strap.When their manager decides the best way forward is to set up
a competition to find the new Exodus End guitarist, it was welcomed with anger and trepidation,
but the band wasn't fully prepared for the sound that penetrated their studio that day. Hidden
behind a screen, Reagan Elliot played her heart out, and captivated not only the band members
themselves but Trey Mills, as he was optioned to help with judging the participants.Trey couldn't
believe that this woman could play as close and almost as well as Brian 'Master' Sinclair himself,
and his decision was made. With Exodus End in full agreement, it was decided that Reagan
(being a nobody), would soon have to rise to the challenge of becoming a Rock Star.As Trey and



Reagan become acquainted with each-other, a mutual attraction becomes obvious, and with
only two weeks until the tour starts, Trey takes it upon himself to show her the ways of being a
true rock star, by taking her on the last remnants of the Sinners Tour. For two weeks, she is
his...As a passionate love affair consumes them both, Trey believes he has finally met his match
in the strong, sassy and highly sexual Reagan - that is until he meets her roommate, and his
world is thrown another curveball, when Ethan Connor starts invading his thoughts.Reagan is
devastated to learn of Trey's hidden desires for Ethan, but cannot deny that her old flame still
holds a special place in her heart. She's not prepared to lose either of them, so she makes them
an offer, one that neither of them can refuse...*This book had everything, it was hot, it was
honest and it tugged at those heartstrings. As a character, Trey has that pull, and you can't help
but fall in love with him.Reagan was a fantastic Heroine, my favourite of the Sinners' so far. I
adored her bravery, she was sassy and some of her actions made me laugh out loud. Trey
definitely met his match in her and it was beautiful to see.There is full on M/F M/M M/F/M action
in this book. Faint-hearted prudes need not apply!But I loved it, and even though the book
release is out of sync, with this technically being book 5 in the series, it didn't take anything away
from the story. It's a little strange knowing the outcome of the series, but at the same time I'm still
excited to read Jace and Eric's stories. They will be welcomed, if for anything, to fill in those
missing gaps.Well done Olivia, another true, worthy, 5 Blue-Ball Busting stars. :D”

Mrs B's Books, “A BRILLIANT ending to the series. Not a book for the faint hearted, but
WOW.This is the book that Trey gets his happily ever after with not one, but two people.Reagan
Elliot is a metal fan but currently works at a coffee shop. She has auditioned for Exodus End after
her friends get her to send an audition tape and manages to be one of only five call-backs.Trey
is trying to get over Brian after the birth of his son and is there when she auditions and is sure
that the amazing player he hears is cheating and using his friends Brian's playing with a
recording. He is shocked when he finds a woman in the studio playing. She plays some more
when asked by Trey with his brother Dare and Dare's band standing behind him. They
immediately let the other auditions go home.After a short jamming session, Reagan is given the
temporary position for one year of being the bands new guitar player by the excited band. They
are just concerned in how she may handle things.She finds Trey out in the Jacuzzi after losing a
bet and joins him in just her pants. Trey finds her humour a welcome change especially when
she doesn't immediately jump is bones. Dare comes out and joins them, offering her the use of
the bands limo and the Jet.After the rest of the day together Trey and Reagan find there way to
her flat where he meets her ex-boyfriend and flat mate Ethan. Both know each others game as
soon as they see each other, both a bi-sexual.The next day Dare suggests to Reagan that she
go on tour with Trey's band the Sinner to see if she can get used to life on the road as they are
about to have a joint tour with them in a matter of weeks. She get her friend Ethan to agree to be
her bodyguard when she goes on tour with her new band.Trey takes Reagan on the Sinner's bus
and introduces her to everyone as his girlfriend, which shocks all of them. He spends a week



with her trying to act the straight man and not want a man too. He desperately wants to make it
work with Reagan and hasn't told her of his other tendencies. She gets one nasty text and finds
a nasty note in her purse (handbag) and immediately tells Ethan.When back at her flat, Ethan
makes a move on Trey, but he wont cheat on her, she finds him in a compromising position in her
bedroom with her vibrator where Ethan finds her. Trey admits he is bi-sexual to her and that he
loves her, he lets her go as he doesn't want to cheat on her and thats when Ethan admits that he
tried to sleep with Trey.Thats when Reagan comes up with the idea that Ethan should go over
and give Trey what he needs so that they can still be with each other. The next day both men
arrive back and show her how a woman can be pleasured by two men, and she loves it.At the
beginning of the tour she plays a great, if not a little stiff but enjoys herself, the day after practice
she is abducted where-upon Ethan, Trey and the rest of the two bands find her knocked out and
bring dragged by a crazed man saying that she got his job. He is subdued by Ethan whilst Trey
looks after Reagan.The ending is of course happy and i couldn't help but smile, i shall certainly
miss not having any more books in this series.”

Kelly Wootton, “loved it give me more !!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I am a huge fan of this series and like a lot of
people have waited forever for the next book, and it didn't let me down it was great it was hot!
hot! hot! and had a great story, my only complaint like others is the order, hearing the other two
band memebers have there hea before we get a chance to read the how why and what happens
to get them there, lets the series down, bad bad publishers, it takes nothing away from this book
but as the next two I am assuming will be those stories, I wonder if it will take away reading the
chase when you already know the ending, I know most books have a hea but hearing so much
about the couples in this book let the series down overall. I am hoping I am proved wrong when
hot ticket is released next year.Trey Mills, (loved him in the other two books), sweet, very
naughty,and sexy as hell! has loved his best friend Brian (lead singer with the band) for years
and the one time they slept together made that love much bigger. Brian love's Trey, but like a
brother and has his own happy ever after now with Myrna and his baby, Trey knows its time to
move on, But his heart doesn't seem to want to let Brian go.Trey meets guitarist Reagan when
she is auditioning for his brother Dare's band (love Dare hope he gets a story) and is instantly
attracted to her,so he thinks if he swears of men and stays faithful to Reagan he can be happy,
but his heart and mind want diffrent things and after Trey meets Reagans ex Ethan, roomate/
bodygaurd he realises he can't stop wanting men too, Reagan is a fiesty, hot tomboy, she has
some laugh out loud funny lines and is a great lead, She is confident Trey will be faithful, but has
no idea he goes for both men and women, and after she found Ethan together with another man
in her shower she has had her heart broken once.Ethan never stopped loving Reagan but can't
stop wanting men, so he lets her go and keeps a close eye on her and any boyfriends scaring
them away if he has too, but when he meets Trey he is instantly attracted and knows Trey feels
the same, When Trey realises he needs men and wont cheat on Reagan he breaks things off,
but Reagan and Ethan come up with a plan of the three of them being together, and whew do



they get it together loved the hot sex scences and loved the stroy between the three great book
just such a shame it came out before the other two I think the publishers should have had more
faith in Olivia Cunning and her readers and released them in the proper order .”

Sam E, “Good but confusing. Ok I couldn't wait for this book. It was Trey's and I've loved Trey
throughout the 1st two books. He was different, had different issues and it was kinda refreshing
to see a character that was bisexual in this environment (well for me anyway - I'm not prone to
hanging around hot rockstars) Anyway it would seem this book runs parallel with Eric's and
Jace's. It should have been book #5 no doubt. I found out all about people relationships I didn't
want to and at one point I went back and checked I hadn't missed books. Especially when I
asked myself who the hell someone was and why they had got married.Anyway that said. I did
enjoy it. I loved Trey he was vulnerable, uncomfortable with his decisions and then in walked
Reagan and she swept him off his feet. I loved the fact he went 'man' celibate for all of 12 hours
before he got all hot and bothered about Ethan. Brian was still there in his head and the chapters
based in the hospital I thought where really well written.Now Ethan, sorry but favourite person
ever in this book. Alpha male, dominating and ready to quite frankly worship Trey. I enjoyed
reading about him more cos I felt there was more to him than met the eye. Him and Trey in my
opinion should of just shacked up together.Now Reagan...hmmm same effect as Brians girl for
me... she kinda annoyed me slightly... biggest criticism I have with Reagan is I honestly thought
she should have been more 'innocent'... she practically jumped Trey's bones when she walked in
the room and wasn't shy about it either...:/Overall I liked this book. I know I have criticised it a
little but I did like it. I loved Trey and Ethan and the story of a relationship between 3 people was
really well written. It was a good 'next in the series book'.Some advice though publishers release
books in order next time!!(also when's Dare getting his own book?)”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 491 people have provided feedback.
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